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the south, struck into the sand like small shot, at an angle of

sixty. How the traveller fared on the occasion has not trans

pired; but clear and palpable it is that he must have been a

firm fellow, and that the heavy globular drops made a much less

marked impression on the sand consolidated by his tread, than

when they fell elsewhere on the incoherent surface around him.

Such are two of the curious old-world stories recorded on this

upper bed of New Red Sandstone; and there are many more

of the same class. A lower bed of light-colored stone occupies
the base of the saliferous system, forming its pavement, and

separating it from the inferior New Red. And this bed has

also its organisms, chiefly vegetable, -flabelliform. palm-leaves,
-narrow, slender spikes, resembling those of the grasses,
and a peculiarly formed ear-like cone or catkin, termed the

echiriostachys. And these constitute some of the earliest

remains known to the geologist of a flora specifically different

from that of the Coal Measures. Interposed, between this

pavement and the fossiliferous sandstone band above, there

occurs a vast thickness of saliferous mans, interstratified with

those enormous beds of rock-salt, continuous over wide areas,

in which all the salt-mines of England have been excavated,

and which now forces upon us, a second time, the problem of

the saliferous deposits. The wind-bound ship-master, detained

in port long after the specified (lay of sailing, takes instruments

in the hands of a legal official, and, "protesting against the

weather," frees himself from all risk of prosecution from pas

senger or .supercargo. I have already, in like manner, entered

my protest against the difficulties which environ this subject;

and shall now launch into it, shielded by the document against

the responsibility of failure, or the odium consequent on

enter-inga wrong port.

If in the existing state of things we seek for phenomena
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